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ABSTRACT  

Recently, as an effort to elucidate the relationship between the topology of structural connection patterns and 

cortical dynamics, two novel measures to assess spreading in cortical networks, i.e. absorption and driftness, 

were suggested by Costa et al. (2011). The current report extends the application of absorption and driftness to 

the available connectivity datasets of two other species, i.e. human and Caenorhabditis elegans. We find that 

the human connectivity network shows similar patterns regarding absorption-related measures to the cat 

thalamo-cortical network, but the C.elegans neuronal network presents significantly different patterns. The 

level of symmetry and directedness of networks might be the most plausible explanation for these distinct 

results. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding brain information processing in terms of the underlying network structure is one of the ultimate 

goals in neuroscience (Sporns et al., 2005; Kasthuri and Lichtman, 2007; Costa et al., 2011). Although 

numerous studies have demonstrated characteristic topological features of cortical networks, the link between 

the structural connection topology of the cortex and the pattern of information flow between its constituent 

regions is less extensively explored (Costa et al., 2011). Recently, as an effort to elucidate the relationship 

between the topology of structural connection patterns and cortical dynamics, two novel measures to assess 

spreading in cortical networks, i.e. absorption and driftness, were suggested by Costa et al. (2011). These 

measures are based on the dynamics of random walks, and can be regarded as a simple approximation of how 

localized signals spread across a neuronal network. These measures were previously tested on the thalamo-

cortical networks of the cat, whose connectivity was obtained by collating data from various tracing studies 

(Scannell et al., 1999).  

 

The current report extends the application of absorption and driftness to the available connectivity datasets of 

two other species, i.e. human and Caenorhabditis elegans. In considering the structural similarity between cat 

and human connectivity networks, the connectivity dataset of C.elegans is in sharp contrast with the others in 

that it is comprised of connections of individual neurons, not cortical regions. Moreover, C.elegans is very far 

from mammals in terms of evolutionary phylogenetic relationship, which implicates significant intrinsic 

structural and functional differences of neural networks. Even though such differences cast considerable 

difficulties on the analysis of C.elegans neuronal network using absorption and driftness measures, it can be 

meaningful to apply those measures to the network of individual neuronal level, testing feasibility and 

suitability. 

 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 DATA  

Human structural connectivity networks based on diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data were provided by Dr. 

Marcus Kaiser’s Computational Neuroscience module at Seoul National University. The matrix of 

connections is a symmetric version containing 82 brain regions, 41 from each cerebral hemisphere. There 

were total four different datasets, and the analyses were performed on every dataset, but only results from one 

of them (i.e. ss_UN24AK) are presented here. Because the results for other datasets have almost the same 

aspect, they are not shown here. C.elegans connectivity data was obtained from Varshney et al. (2011). This 

includes 279 somatic neurons and information about chemical and gap junction networks. 

 

2.2 MATLAB CODE AND CALCULATIONS 
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Calculations were performed on a dual-core Intel PC using the Windows version of Matlab R2009b 

(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The Matlab scripts calculating absorption and driftness were written based on 

the SCILAB scripts provided by Costa et al. (2011) which can be downloaded from 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/abs-drift. Due to the singularity problem when calculating the measures for 

C.elegans, the script was slightly modified to use matrix division based on Gaussian elimination to solve 

linear systems of equations, instead of matrix inversion. A Matlab function script responsible for loading 

C.elegans data was from Varshney et al. (2011), which is available at http://mit.edu/lrv/www.elegans/. The 

Matlab scripts generating random configuration networks were from Maslov and Sneppen (2002), which can 

be found at http://www.cmth.bnl.gov/~maslov/matlab.htm.  All other Matlab scripts were written originally, 

based on the figures from Costa et al. (2011). 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We performed a variety of analyses using absorption- and driftness-related measures in the human and 

C.elegans connectivity networks based on Costa et al. (2011). Due to the absence of category information in 

human data, principal component analysis (PCA; Bishop, 2006) was only conducted in C.elegans. These 

investigations are covered in the following sub-sections, the analyses of human connectivity networks first, 

and then followed by the analyses of the C.elegans neuronal network.  

 

3.1 HUMAN CONNECTIVITY NETWORK 

3.1.1 Absorption and driftness 

Figure 1 shows the four measures (in- and out-absorptions, in- and out-driftness) as functions of the in- and 

out- degrees. The characteristic negative correlations are found in in-absorption and in-driftness, and also the 

characteristic positive correlations are found in out-absorption and out-driftness, similar to the results obtained 

from cat cortical connectivity networks (see Figure 4 in Costa et al., 2011). However, data points were more 

compactly packed along the trend line, resulting in higher Pearson correlation coefficients compared to those 

from cat data. This can be attributed to the symmetry of the human connectivity network, one of the 

significant differences between cat and human data. Such symmetry might make the network more even for 

the signal spreading, reducing the variation in absorption and driftness measures among each node. 

 

 
FIGURE 1: The four absorption-related measurements obtained for the human connectivity network.  
 

3.1.2 Comparison with random networks 

In this section, the human connectivity networks are compared with two types of synthetic random networks, 

i.e. Erdös-Rényi graphs and configuration models. Since the human connectivity networks are symmetric, 

both undirected and directed versions of random networks are used for more insightful comparison. 

 

Comparison with Erdös-Rényi random networks 
Figure 2 compares the relations of four measures to in- and out-degrees extracted from the human 

connectivity networks with the same measures calculated for corresponding undirected and directed E-R 

networks, which have the same number of nodes and average in- and out-degrees. For the undirected E-R 

counterpart (indicated as red crosses), the relationship between real and synthetic network is highly similar to 

the result from the cat cortical network (see Figure 6, 7 in Costa et al., 2011). That is, the real network is 

markedly distinct from the E-R model with respect to out-absorption and out-driftness, but less distinct with 

respect to in-absorption and in-driftness. When it comes to the directed E-R model (indicated as blue crosses), 

the distinction becomes more significant. However, this result does not necessarily suggest any significance 

because the directed E-R counterpart is intrinsically different from the real network due to the difference in 

symmetry. 

 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/abs-drift
http://mit.edu/lrv/www.elegans/
http://www.cmth.bnl.gov/~maslov/matlab.htm
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FIGURE 2: Scatterplot comparison of the four measures with the synthetic E-R counterpart. 
 

Comparison with the random configuration model 
Figure 3A illustrates the same comparisons as Figure 2 with random configuration counterparts. We created 

200 random undirected and directed configuration counterparts with extensive rewiring, which preserve the 

degrees of all nodes. Interestingly, the random configuration model shows less deviation in out-absorption and 

out-driftness compared to the E-R model. All measures for the random configuration model, except out-

absorption, are consistent with those for the corresponding real network. This consistency can be 

quantitatively verified by using the one-dimensional Mahalanobis distance, as illustrated in Figure 3B, 

presenting the histogram distributions of the Mahalanobis distances of four measures between the human 

connectivity network and corresponding undirected random configuration models. Surprisingly, even though 

the random configuration model appears to show considerable consistency with the real network by visual 

inspection, the quantitative verification does not agree with this result, indicated by high percentages of 

statistically significantly deviated nodes (compare to Figure 8 and 9 in Costa et al. 2011).  In particular, the 

consistency in out-absorption and out-driftness seen in the cat cortical network is absent in the human data.  

 

However, this inconsistency might be attributed to intrinsic methodological problem of assessing Mahalanobis 

distances for absorption-related measures regarding symmetric networks. Mahalanobis distance significantly 

depends on the standard deviation of randomly generated configuration nodes, and for symmetric networks, 

absorption-related measures can be highly regular if degree distributions are preserved, lowering standard 

deviation. These two factors can be combined to result in relatively high Mahalanobis distances compared to 

those regarding asymmetric networks, i.e. the cat cortical network as in Costa et al. (2011). 

 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3: Comparison of the four measures with the random configuration counterparts. (A) Scatterplot. (B) Histogram distributions of the 

Mahalanobis distances of four measures. Statistically significant distance value 2(p<0.05) can be obtained under Gaussian approximation (refer to 
section 4.3.2 in Costa et al. 2011). 
 

3.2 C.elegans NEURAL NETWORKS 

3.2.1 Absorption and driftness 
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In this section, absorption and driftness measures are calculated for the C.elegans connectivity networks, same 

as Section 3.1.1. Because the given C.elegans connectivity networks are not fully connected, which obstructs 

the calculation of absorption and driftness measures, giant strongly connected components of each chemical 

and gap junction network were obtained and then used in calculation. 

 

Chemical junction network 
Figure 4A shows four measures calculated for the C.elegans chemical junction network. Here, the 

characteristic features found in the human connectivity network (see Figure 1) are dramatically disturbed, 

which can be recognized by visually inspecting the shapes of trend lines and by noticing the significantly 

higher order of magnitude in vertical scale. However, if we magnify regions where data points are 

concentrated (Figure 4B), the characteristic trends of four measures against degrees can be generally 

reappeared. Interestingly, the disturbances can be considerably relieved by making the matrix symmetric 

(Figure 4C), recovering the characteristic trends and moderate order of magnitude in vertical axis. Maybe the 

sparseness and significant directedness (from sensory to inter to motor neurons) of C.elegans connectivity 

network are responsible for the disturbances, because such features can dramatically impede signal spreading 

over networks. It has dual effects to make the connectivity network symmetric, i.e. increasing edge density 

and removing directedness, both facilitating the spreading of signals across whole networks. 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 4: The four absorption-related measurements obtained for the C.elegans chemical junction network. (A) Real network (up) and 

magnified concentrated regions (down). (B) Symmetrized version of the real network. 
 

Gap junction network 
Figure 5 shows four measures calculated for C.elegans gap junction network. Here, the characteristic features 

seen in human connectivity network (see Figure 1) are found, which might be attributed to the intrinsic 

symmetry of the gap junction network. This result indicates that even though the connectivity network is 

sparse, symmetry can effectively promote signal spreading across the network. 
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FIGURE 5: The four absorption-related measurements obtained for the C.elegans gap junction network.  

 

3.2.2 Comparison with random networks 

In Figure 6, the C.elegans chemical junction network is compared with random configuration counterparts. 

Catastrophic distinction between the real and random networks can readily be seen, which can be attributed to 

the significant directedness (from sensory to inter to motor neurons) of C.elegans connectivity network. This 

speculation can be supported by the result for symmetrized version of C.elegans connectivity network (Figure 

7). Dramatic increase in consistency between the symmetrized version and random configuration counterparts 

can be noticed. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 6: Comparison of the four measures with the random configuration counterparts in C.elegans. Magnified concentrated regions are also 

shown (down). 
 

 
FIGURE 7: Comparison of the four measures with the random configuration counterparts, obtained for the symmetrized version of C.elegans 

chemical junction network. 

 

3.2.3 Principal component analysis 

Figure 8A illustrates the scatterplot obtained by PCA considering the four measurements defined for nodes 

(in- and out-absorption, in- and out-driftness) of the C.elegans chemical junction network. By inspecting 

visually, it can be recognized three major clusters for sensory (red), inter (green), and motor (blue) neurons. 

For comparison, Figure 8C presents the same analysis considering in-degree and out-degree of each node. 

Although the aspect of clustering is quite different, three major clusters can also be detected in this case. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain some insights from PCA considering the absorption and driftness 

measures, i.e. the directedness of each cluster, which seems to reflect the characteristic signal spreading from 

sensory to inter to motor neurons. 
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FIGURE 8: The scatterplot obtained after PCA projection of the four measurements (A), of in- and out-degrees (B), considered for the 

C.elegans chemical junction network. 
 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this work, we conducted the analyses of absorption and driftness measures for the human structural 

connectivity networks based on DTI imaging and to the C.elegans neuronal networks that include both 

chemical and gap junction networks. Due to the structural similarity between the cat cortical network used in 

Costa et al. (2011) and human connectivity network used here, overall results were almost the same, which 

appears to suggest that it is feasible to apply absorption and driftness to any kind of cortical network, 

regardless of species from which data are obtained. However, in considering that the human connectivity 

network is completely symmetric and cat cortical network is also nearly symmetric (Costa, L.D. and Sporns, 

O., 2006), there is the possibility that such symmetry is responsible for the consistency. Several results 

support this idea. First, even though the C.elegans chemical junction network shows critically different 

patterns regarding absorption-related measures, the C.elegans gap junction network presents significantly 

similar patterns to those of the cat and human data. Second, the symmetrization of the C.elegans chemical 

junction network makes it much more consistent with the random and mammalian cortical networks. Because 

near-symmetric and symmetric networks seem to intrinsically favor spreading across networks, making them 

nearly consistent with random synthetic networks regarding the absorption-related measures, those measures 

might have low explanatory power to describe non-random features of those real networks. 

 

In sharp contrast, the absorption-related measures for the C.elegans network illustrate considerably different 

results compared to the random and mammalian networks. Significant directedness of signal flow (i.e. from 

sensory- to inter- to motor-neurons) might be responsible for this discrepancy. Even though this difference 

appears to make asymmetric, highly directed networks ideal for investigating non-random features by 

calculating absorption-related measures and comparing them with those for synthetic random networks, 

absorption-related measures regarding whole network seems to be biologically unrealistic. That is, it has less 

explanatory power to calculate average in-absorption of a single sensory neuron from all other neurons 

including motor neurons, or average out-absorption of a single motor neuron to all other neurons including 

sensory and motor neurons. In this regard, absorption-related measures need to be modified for asymmetric, 

highly directed networks, taking account structural directedness into calculating average absorption and 

directedness measures. 
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